Oppenheimer Warns Science
Over 800 People in
Walker Hear Lecture
By Famous Scientist
Curtis Green reports that Walker Memorial last Tuesday evening to see and hear one of the few men
who is recognized as a scientist by everyone. Dr. J. Robert Oppenheimer. At
least he did not once mention his work on the Manhattan proj-
ected. Dr. Oppenheimer composed scientists in general by registering the opinion that "of all
intelectual activity in the last half
century, science alone has flour-
sed."

The internationally famous phys-
ics scientist who is now working
against dwelling in other fields.
Dr. Oppenheimer, in an interview with
The Tech, said that "the study of
science alone has flour-
sed."

It was felt that the majority re-
ceived the opinion that "of all
science alone has flour-
sed."
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